ability to model variability in individual driver behavior, and thus are more flexible than alternative analytical approaches. Moreover, the outcome is often easily understood by experts, as well as the layperson. These studies most often involve two sets of simulation-based experiments and can be categorized as "before and after" or "with and without" studies. "With and without studies" are employed where no "before" program data is available. Given an estimated (or assumed) savings in incident duration of x-minutes as a result of the TIM program implementation, benefits are estimated from two sets of simulation runs: one in which incidents with reported durations are simulated and the other in which the reported durations are extended by x-minutes, replicating the situation where the TIM program has not been implemented. The difference in performance measures between the two sets of runs provides an estimate of savings due to the program. There are shortcomings to either approach, e.g. confounding factors that are difficult to account for in "before and after" studies and a need to surmise what might have been in "with and without" studies.
Although simulation is a popular approach for conducting such benefit studies, it can be quite time-consuming. Thus, several studies report findings based on simulation runs of only a small portion of recorded incidents. For example, Yoshii et al. replicated only a single incident in evaluating the benefits of a dynamic route guidance program (Yoshii et al. 1995) . Similarly, only three incidents with different incident durations (22, 26 , and 33 minutes) were considered in a series of ITS strategy evaluations involving local and coordinated ramp metering (Chu et al. 2004) . In a study of the CHART FSP program in Maryland, 120 incidents out of 1,997 were simulated in estimating the program's benefits (Chang and Shrestha 2000) . Because the estimated benefits can vary greatly with the simulated incident properties, the findings may be misleading.
To overcome the shortcomings of simulating only a select portion of recorded incidents, some studies replicate very large numbers of incidents with a wide range of attributes. For example, in analyzing the FIRST program in Minnesota (MNDOT 2004) , hundreds of representative incidents were simulated in PARAMICS. The properties of the simulated incidents were carefully defined (with durations between 0 and 40 minutes and varying lane blockage characteristics). These runs resulted in more than 100,000 output files requiring analysis. In another study, 693 historical incidents with distinct incident duration and severity level (by lane blockage) arising along a freeway segment in New York State (all relevant incidents in the historical database) were simulated using CORSIM to evaluate the H.E.L.P. program (Chou et al. 2009 ). Proper simulation of hundreds of incidents often requires thousands of simulation runs. For example, replication of the 693 historical incidents in studying the benefits of the H.E.L.P. program required 6,930 runs under a single assumption associated with incident duration reduction resulting from the program. While simulation of a large number of incidents with varying properties will produce more accurate benefit estimates, such studies can be quite computationally burdensome, particularly when the number of incidents is large as might be the case where a program covers a wide study area or an area that is densely populated.
The concept of employing randomly generated incidents for the purpose of investigating the benefits of a TIM program within a macroscopic simulation platform was first introduced by Latoski et al. (1999) . Such random generation was required in their study to overcome deficiencies in the historical data set. This random generation approach was later expanded in Pal and Sinha (2002) for use in a slightly different context, where the goal was to evaluate various strategies for deploying FSP trucks along roadways in Indiana. The incidents, once generated, were fed into a mesoscopic simulation model that combines microscopic modeling of the FSP trucks with macroscopic models of general traffic. Macroscopic models capture the relationships between flow, speed and density characteristics of traffic flow, and (unlike microscopic models) do not characterize individual vehicle movements. Because the focus of their work was on the evaluation of proposed deployment strategies and a macroscopic approach was employed for traffic modeling, no experiments were conducted to assess whether or not the number of simulation runs could be reduced through the use of such random incident generation. Moreover, few details of the produced incident distributions were provided and only limited assessment of these distributions in terms of how well they represent historical data was completed.
In this paper, the property-based incident generation (P-BIG) procedure is proposed for designing a set of incident scenarios, with incident properties, from historical incident data for use in conducting both "before and after" and "with and without" evaluation studies of existing and proposed TIM programs. This technique can be viewed as a variation on the random incident generation approach conceived in Pal and Sinha (2002) . The P-BIG procedure ensures that the carefully selected set of incident scenarios is representative of the historical incident data set and simultaneously not overly large in number so as to induce extensive computational burden. This technique overcomes the deficiencies of prior studies in which either too few, and not necessarily representative, incidents were replicated to ensure valid results or too many incidents were replicated, requiring enormous computational effort and time for output synthesis. Results of this work will benefit police and traffic agencies, especially those in less wealthy jurisdictions, charged with running incident management programs. Procedures developed in this work reduce the effort (and thus cost) for determining whether such a program is worth its cost, or alternatively, defending the program's benefits, potentially saving it from elimination.
METHODOLOGY
A three-stage time-saving analysis process with embedded P-BIG procedure for generating a set of incidents with representative incident properties is presented in this section. This technique involves multiple steps, including incident duration or traffic demand savings estimation, empirically or theoretically derived incident property probability distribution function fitting, scenario generation through randomly generating a small set of incidents from the distributions, simulation running, and results analysis.
In Stage 1 of the proposed three-stage time-saving analysis process for TIM program evaluation, incident and traffic data are collected and analyzed, critical incident property distributions and incident duration savings due to the TIM program are estimated.
In Stage 2, with input from the incident property distributions constructed in Stage 1, a preselected number of incidents are randomly generated. That is, for each generated incident, a set of incident properties pertaining to incident severity, type, duration, time of occurrence, and location is generated from the incident property distributions developed in Stage 1. It is hypothesized that, if sufficient in number, these incidents will be representative of the historical incidents and their properties, and likewise, will reflect, in correct proportion, the properties of the historical data. The generated incidents are referred to as the base set, with durations consistent with already implemented TIM programs. A comparison set is generated by appropriately increasing incident duration for each incident by the estimated average savings in incident duration due to the TIM program as found in Stage 1. Note that if a "before and after" study is considered, rather than a "with and without" study, the base set would contain incidents with durations representative of those observed without (i.e. "before") the implementation of the TIM program and the durations associated with the incidents in the comparison set would be reduced appropriately to model the expected savings due to the program (i.e. "after" the program is implemented). In studying VMS/ DMS programs, or other programs designed to control traffic demand around an incident, incident durations are constant between the base and comparison sets, and instead, properties associated with prevailing traffic conditions are varied.
In Stage 3, all random incidents within the base and comparison sets are simulated and performance measures are computed. Essential measurements for benefit evaluation are derived from the difference of the pair of measurements from the base and comparison runs.
A flow chart of this three-stage time-saving analysis process for benefit analyses of a TIM program is given in Figure 1 . Details of the specific steps associated with this three-stage process are provided in following subsections. The contributions of this work are derived from the distribution analysis of Stage 1 and generation of simulation scenarios of Stage 2 that together comprise the P-BIG procedure.
Stage 1. The Analysis Stage
To conduct a benefit study of a TIM program, incident data, traffic data, and geometric design associated with the study area must be collected. Once the data are obtained, two main tasks must be conducted in this first stage: 1) estimate direct savings, including reduction in incident duration and/ or travel demand, that result from implementation of the TIM program and 2) fit incident property probability distributions. The direct savings in incident duration can be estimated by comparing two groups of incident data sets: "with and without" or "before and after." For example, many FSP program evaluations include "with and without" analyses to estimate average reduction in incident duration that results from implementation of the program. Chou et al. (2009) analyzed a total of 5,508 incidents to which either an FSP personnel or trooper responded. They found that the FSP program saved on average 19 and 20 minutes in incident duration for incidents involving disabled vehicles and collisions, respectively. In addition, reduction in travel demand can be derived from detector reports before and after the implementation of a TIM program aimed at reducing traffic demand around an incident. For instance, Huo and Levinson (2006) compared the detector output for a VMS study and found that approximately 13%-15% of travel demand could be diverted.
The second task of the analysis stage is to fit a probability distribution function for each of the incident property characteristics. These functions are used in generating random incidents and provide an approximation to the historical data. There are several steps for fitting distributions of a sample of incidents with sufficient data points. First, the histogram of incident distributions must be drawn. Certain theoretical distribution functions can be used to fit the shape of the histogram. Specifically, theoretical distributions of exponential, Weibull, log-logistic, gamma and lognormal can be used for fitting incident duration distributions (Nam and Mannering 2000) . Once the theoretical distribution is chosen, the parameters associated with the distributions must be estimated. The maximum likelihood estimation method is employed herein for this purpose. For example, the parameter, β, of an exponential distribution, exp ( β ), can be estimated from the sample mean. Finally, the goodness of fit for a chosen distribution can be tested by computing the chi-square statistic of theoretical and observed frequencies for chosen bins. When no theoretical distribution function is found to match the shape of the histogram, a continuous empirical distribution can be used as shown in equation (1) (Law and Kelton 2000) . 
Stage 2. Incident Generation
A preselected number of incidents must be randomly generated. The P-BIG procedure proposed for this purpose is outlined in Figure 2 . Incident occurrence is assumed to have a nonstationary Poisson distribution, where incident rates oscillate between high and low frequencies throughout the day. The process proposed herein generates incidents for 24 hours per day. A thinning algorithm that rejects or accepts generated random variates based on time-of-day is employed to produce incidents for select time periods as described in (Lewis and Shedler 1979) . Step 4-9: Assign traffic volume, i v , to incident based on incident properties and traffic data; else return to Step 1.
Step 5: If ≤ t 1440, 1
, and return to Step 1; otherwise, stop. The procedure terminates.
Notation employed:
, an integer number for incident sample; t : incident occurrence time (in minutes from midnight), 1440 0
,where L is the highest mile marker value; m : month, ∈ m {1,2,..,M}, where M is the number of months of data; To apply this procedure, hourly incident rates, λ (T), T = (0,1,2,…23), must be computed based on the incident samples. In Step 1, for i, a positive integer, a random incident (I i ) will be assigned with initial occurrence time (t i ), together with properties: location (l i ), month of occurrence (m i ), direction (d i ), incident type (y i ), severity level by lane blockage (s i ), type of responding unit (r i ), incident duration (e i )and prevailing hourly traffic volume (v i ).
In
Step 2, two uniformly distributed random variates are generated. In
Step 3, the time of incident occurrence is updated by employing the first random variate (U 1 ) and the maximum hourly incident rate (λ*) within the Poisson distribution. Note that P, 0 ≤ P ≤ 1, is an adjustment factor to control the number of incidents to be generated. The smaller the value of P, the fewer incidents generated and the fewer the number of simulation runs required. By setting P = 1, the number of randomly generated incidents will be approximately equal to the number in the historical incident set. While the accuracy of estimates generated from results of the runs will be improved, the greater the number of incidents considered will result in a trade-off between accuracy and computational effort.
Finally, in
Step 4, the generated incident is accepted if the second random variate (U 2 ) is less than the ratio of its associated hourly incident rate to the maximum rate, λ(T ) / λ*. Once an incident is accepted, the incident duration is set (Step 4-1). Additional incident properties of incident location, month, direction, type, incident severity, responding unit and incident duration are generated in Steps 4-2 to 4-8. The procedure of creating incidents is repeated until a termination criterion based on a bound on t is met. As structured, incidents are generated over a 24 hour period, i.e. if t > 1440, the procedure terminates. If the incident is rejected, no incident properties are generated and the procedure starts over at Step 1.
Location, type, month, and direction associated with each created incident can be directly generated from the appropriate distributions. Incident duration depends on incident type, severity and responding unit. Thus, a conditional distribution is used for generating incident duration once these properties are known (i.e. Steps 4-5 through 4-7). Likewise, severity and responding unit depend on incident type; thus, distributions conditioned on lane type set in Steps 4-5 are employed. This interdependence exists, for example, in the study of FSP programs, where FSP personnel respond to more disabled vehicle incidents than accidents. A final property, traffic volume, v, is assigned to each incident (Step 4-9). To make this assignment, incident properties of time, location, and direction are used to determine the associated traffic volume based on historical traffic data. The user can filter any portion of the generated incidents, such as those occurring only during peak hours and/or only with program involvement.
Note that the procedure proposed herein considers the distributions of the most important properties for reporting incidents in most databases. Greater or fewer properties might be available for consideration, depending on the database used or data collected. The procedure for generating the attributes might be revised accordingly to fit the specific database.
Stage 3. Simulation and Standardization of Measurement of Effectiveness for Comparison
Once the incidents are generated, they can be employed in any simulation model for estimating performance measures. Many commercial microscopic simulation tools, including CORSIM, VISSIM, and PARAMICS, have the feature of modeling incidents. Several performance measures, such as travel delay, fuel consumption, and pollution, are computed from vehicle trajectories of the simulated vehicles recorded in each simulation run. The CORSIM microscopic simulation platform is employed in this study. A benefit of the platform is that incident factors, including onset, clearance, duration, lane closure, capacity reduction caused by rubbernecking effect and warning sign/flair, are readily modeled for any prevailing traffic condition. With respect to modeling traffic incidents, this platform is considered to be more efficient than other microscopic simulation packages (Pulugurtha et al. 2002) . Details of the processes required for replicating incidents within the CORSIM simulation platform, including the setting of key parameters, are provided in Chou et al. (2009) .
To quantify the benefits of a TIM program, each incident must be replicated twice using different incident properties. The first run uses properties from the base set, while the second run uses properties from the comparison set. Suppose, for example, that a TIM program is estimated to save, on average, 10 minutes in incident duration. Then the only difference between these two runs would be the length of incident duration. An incident in the base set with a duration of 13 minutes would incur 23 minutes when considered as part of the comparison set. By evaluating the impact of the additional incident duration incurred as a result of an incident on average delay, fuel consumption and other measures of importance (in the comparison set) in comparison to the corresponding base set incident impact, one can estimate the benefit of the program savings for the given incident. By summing the benefits of all studied incident pairings (i.e. from base and comparison sets), the total benefits of a TIM program can be estimated. The average daily benefits in terms of savings achieved through incident duration reduction, B d , over a period, D, can be computed as in Equation 2. ( 2) , where D : set of days, d, for which incidents are simulated;
: benefits achieved through incident duration reduction on day d; n : number of days for running a program, n=|D|;
: performance measure for incident i simulated from comparison set;
: performance measure for incident i simulated from base set;
As designed, the proposed three-stage process for TIM program benefit evaluation uses a limited set of incidents whose properties approximate those of the entire historical data set. Savings in computational effort achieved through the proposed method for determining a reduced, but representative, set of incidents for simulation increases with increasing study period length.
NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS AND CASE STUDY
To assess the proposed three-stage time-saving analysis process for TIM program evaluation, the methodology is tested using data collected over a six-month period (January to June of 2006) for the purpose of evaluating the Highway Emergency Local Patrol (H.E.L.P.) (i.e. a TIM) program in New York State. The H.E.L.P. program runs service patrol vehicles that provide free services, such as changing a tire, supplying a small amount of gasoline, jump starting a battery, pushing a vehicle out of the main lanes and off the freeway, or providing minor mechanical assistance for disabled vehicles. In the case of an accident requiring police or other emergency personnel presence, the H.E.L.P. vehicle driver can call for help and can assist in redirecting traffic around the incident. The H.E.L.P. program is operated along several freeway segments in New York State during the morning (6-10 a m.) and evening (3-7 p m.) peak hours. To assess the proposed methodology in terms of its capability of estimating the program's benefits using only a reduced set of representative incidents, program benefits as estimated by the proposed procedure are compared with program benefits estimated by replicating all incidents occurring in the six month period. Two sets of runs of the proposed methodology were conducted, the first employing approximately 1/12 the number of historical incidents and the second employing 1/6 the number of historical incidents. These two sets   of runs were designed to determine a lower bound on the number of incidents that must be replicated to create a representative set of incidents for procedural implementation. Accuracy of results was also examined with randomly chosen subsets of historical incidents.
Data Details and Distribution Estimation
Six-months of incident data along a 10-mile stretch of I-287, one of the roadways along which the H.E.L.P. program operates, were collected for this study. (Chou et al. 2009 ).
A synopsis of empirical incidents and traffic data is given in this subsection. Properties of incident distributions and results of fitting distributions of incident duration are also shown. Findings from statistical analysis of incident distribution functions were used as input for the P-BIG procedure.
Six-Month Incident Property Distributions. Time-of-day dynamics and the spatial distribution of the 1,303 incidents were analyzed. Higher incident frequencies were observed during the morning and evening peak hours as shown in Figure 3 . Incidents occurring during the peak and non-peak hours represent 74% and 26% of all incidents, respectively. It was presumed that traffic flow patterns varied at different times of day, day of month, and location. While the traffic data were not available during the study period (the first half of 2006), average data from the first half of 2007 along the same study roadway segment were available. These data were collected from loop detectors (a traffic surveillance system which records vehicle speed, count and occupancy by measuring change of magnetic field of the detector when a vehicle passes through) at locations depicted in The studied incidents were classified into two categories: disabled vehicles and incidents involving collision (i.e. accidents). During the study period, there were 679 (52%) incidents involving disabled vehicles and 624 (48%) incidents involving collisions reported. The number of lanes blocked by each incident was recorded. The greater the number of lanes blocked, the greater the impact on traffic conditions and the more severe the incident was assumed to be. For the disabled vehicle group of incidents, 91.4% blocked the shoulder. The remaining 8.6% blocked one main lane. For the incidents involving a collision, the shoulder, one lane, two lanes and three lanes were blocked 72.7%, 23.5%, 3.4% and 0.1% of the time, respectively, as depicted in Figure 6 . Probability of Responding Unit Type. The H.E.L.P. program, like most FSP programs, is designed to assist motorists with disabled vehicles and in collisions involving property damage only. In events involving more severe collisions, i.e. involving injury or fatality, the H.E.L.P. program is designed to provide necessary assistance for the police or to direct upstream (i.e. incoming) traffic safely around the incident scene. Thus, the incidents were classified into "H.E.L.P. only," "Trooper only" and "both H.E.L.P. and Trooper" categories according to their responding unit properties. Only the 917 incidents arising during the H.E.L.P. program operational hours were considered in estimating the probability distribution function of the responding unit type. Incidents classified as "both H.E.L.P. and Trooper" (51 total) were excluded, because no information was available that indicated which responding unit detected the incident first. Table 1 shows the incident types and number of incidents to which either the H.E.L.P. truck drivers or the troopers responded. As indicated in the figure, the H.E.L.P. truck drivers assisted 89% of the disabled vehicles and 24% of the incidents involving collision during the peak hours. By contrast, the troopers handled 11% and 76% of the disabled vehicle incidents and incidents involving a collision, respectively. This information is used in
Step 4-7 of the P-BIG procedure provided in Figure 2 to compute the probability that the H.E.L.P. program was involved in a specific incident during peak hours. Incident Duration Distribution for "with H.E.L.P." Incidents. After an incident is generated with its properties and responding unit type in the P-BIG procedure, the incident duration must be specified. Because this duration depends on incident type, severity and responding unit class, conditional probability distributions of incident duration must be developed. For the purposes of the case study, incident durations are only required for those incidents in which the H.E.L.P. program was involved. Thus, all conditional distributions developed in this subsection are conditioned on H.E.L.P. program response. In estimating these distributions, it was found that, for three of five severity and incident type classifications, the exponential distribution better fits the incident duration distribution than other theoretical distributions, including the lognormal and Weibull distributions, as determined using the Best-Fit software product (Palisade Corporation 2002). The fact that the H.E.L.P. program reported to the database many incidents of short duration may explain why the exponential distribution provides a better fit. The results are shown in Figure 7 . Two incident categories, collisions with one and two lanes blocked, are fitted with continuous empirical distributions because no theoretical distribution was found with good fit.
Figure 7: Fitting Incident Duration Distributions using Best Fit
To estimate the parameters of the exponential distributions, the maximum likelihood estimation technique was applied, the results of which are shown in Table 2 . The chi-square test was applied to test the goodness of fit of the resulting distributions. It is noted that of the three classes with presumed exponential distribution, only the distribution associated with accidents blocking the shoulder pass this test assuming a 90% confidence level (i.e. with type I error probability α = 0.10). While incident duration distributions for incidents involving disabled vehicles did not pass the chi-square test, the exponential distribution was deemed suitable based on results as displayed in Figure  7 and the fact that no more suitable theoretical distribution could be identified. 
Evaluating the P-BIG Procedure
Resulting incident properties from exercising the P-BIG procedure are compared with those of the historical incidents. The following settings were employed within runs of the P-BIG procedure. Y=2 (i.e. y {1(disabled vehicle), 2(collision)}), M=6, d {E,W}, S=3 (i.e. s {1(shoulder blocked), 2(1 lane blocked), 3(2 lanes blocked)}), R=2 (i.e. r {1(by H.E.L.P. personnel), 2(by trooper)}) and P=1.
Properties of historical incidents were compared with those of a comparable number of incidents generated by the P-BIG procedure for the purpose of evaluating how representative the generated incidents are of the historical incidents. The proposed procedure was applied using a set of randomly chosen seeds (fixing the starting points for the sequence of random numbers used in generating random events), fitted distributions with parameters, and adjustment factor, P, equal to one. Hourly incident rates across different hours of a day were computed. A maximum hourly incident rate of 0.126 was noted to arise during the 8 a m. to 9 a.m. hour. The comparison between the sample (i.e. incidents generated by the proposed technique) and historical data of incident rates is depicted in Figure 8 . As shown in Figure 8 , the resulting incident set maintains an incident occurrence rate and distribution over the day that well matches that of the historical data set.
The percentage of incidents to which different units responded in both historical and random incident sets is given in Table 3 . It can be seen that the percentage of incidents to which the H.E.L.P. truck drivers and troopers responded are nearly identical for both the historical and sample data sets for both accident and disabled vehicle classes. By inspecting the responding unit property of the sample incident set, 688 random incidents (and 693 historical incidents) were identified as having program involvement. Incident duration distributions at 10-minute intervals for these two groups were investigated as depicted in Figure 9 . A similar pattern for incident duration is depicted between these two data sets. Likewise, a good match between data sets is noted after conditioning on incident type and severity level (i.e. number of lanes blocked) as shown in Tables 4 and 5 for one of the test sets completed for a given seed. In Table 4 , the incident durations are compared by incident type. The average durations for incidents involving disabled vehicles are approximately 16 and 18 minutes for the historical and sample data sets, respectively. For incidents involving accidents, the durations are approximately 29 and 27 minutes, respectively. Not only the values of average incident duration, but also the reported frequencies and standard deviations of the historical and random incident sets, are similar. Resulting severity levels are compared in Table 5 . The average duration for incidents with shoulder, one-lane and two-lane blockages ranges from nearly 18-36 minutes and 20-36 minutes for the historical and sample incident sets, respectively. The frequencies and standard deviations in this table are also similar. Results of this comparison, thus, indicate that the proposed methodology generates random incidents with historical incident property distributions comparable to those of the original historical data.
In the next subsection, simulation results for varying incident sample sizes are compared with results from runs involving all historical incidents to show that a significant reduction in sample size can produce comparable results to runs on all historical incidents when the proposed P-BIG procedure is employed to generate the set of incidents for sample runs.
Comparison of Simulation Results
The three-stage time-saving analysis process was applied to study the impact on travel delay of the 693 incidents arising over the six-month study period along the 10-mile stretch of I-287. Simulation runs to estimate impact on travel delay were conducted. Specifically, a CORSIM simulation model of the freeway segment with three lanes and one shoulder developed in Chou et al. (2009) was employed. In the previous subsection, it was shown that for P=1, the P-BIG procedure produces incidents with similar characteristics to the historical data; hence, one can expect comparable findings in terms of program savings in travel delay if one simulates the random incidents in place of the historical incidents. Computational effort, however, will not be reduced. In this subsection, the impact of testing a smaller number of incidents (generated by the proposed P-BIG procedure) as compared with the number of historical incidents is assessed.
This study first simulated all 693 historical incidents to which the H.E.L.P. program responded (i.e. the base set) in the CORSIM model. Given an estimation of 20-minute savings in incident duration due to the program, all incidents were simulated a second time with durations lengthened by 20 minutes (i.e. the comparison set). All other factors were assumed to remain constant. Thus, any change in performance is due to the additional delay that results as a consequence of TIM program absence. Five simulation runs for each incident, each with a different seed value, as suggested by Yang et al. (2007) in considering simulation output variability, were conducted. A total of 6,930 replications were, thus, completed. Results of these runs show that an average of 96.4 (or 385.1-288.7) vehicle-hours of travel delay per day were saved due to the H.E.L.P. program. This value is considered to be "true" and is compared with the results from simulating smaller incident data sets generated by the P-BIG procedure.
Two incident data sets were generated using the P-BIG technique, the first with approximately 1/6 th (P=1/6) and the second with 1/12 th (P=1/12) the number of incidents as compared with the historical data set. Note that for P=1/6 the number of incidents generated for the simulation is commensurate with the number of weekdays in a month. Simulation runs of both data sets were conducted, requiring approximately 1/6 and 1/12 th the computational effort, respectively. For P=1/6, approximately 120 random incidents were generated and replicated. One hundred twenty replications were completed and savings in average daily travel delay were estimated. To ensure that the results were not specific to any randomly generated set of 120 incidents, the same procedure was repeated 10 times with 10 randomly chosen sample sets and the average daily travel delay savings of the H.E.L.P. program were estimated for each of the 10 sets of runs. A confidence interval was constructed using the student's t-distribution. The performance among these 10 samples shows a 95% confidence interval between 79.9 and 121.3 vehicle-hours of average daily travel delay savings, with an average daily travel delay savings of 100.6 vehicle-hours due to the H.E.L.P. program. Note that the "true" value of 96.4 vehicle-hours falls within the confidence interval. Additionally, the estimated average daily travel delay savings (of 100.6 vehicle-hours) is less than 5% higher than the "true" average daily travel delay savings (of 96.4 vehicle-hours) .
This experiment was repeated with P=1/12. The 95% confidence interval was constructed, resulting in an interval between 45.4 and 110.6 vehicle-hours, with 78.0 vehicle-hours of average daily travel delay savings. Although the "true" value of 96.4 is also covered within the 95% confidence interval, the average daily travel delay savings (of 78.0 vehicle-hours) is 19% lower than the "true" value (of 96.4 vehicle-hours). The results are displayed in Figure 10 . These results indicate that P=1/6 provides representative incidents and comparable results, while this is not the case for P=1/12. To further assess the P-BIG procedure, results employing the procedure are compared with results gained from simulation of a randomly chosen subset of historical incidents. Specifically, 120 incidents were randomly selected from the 693 historical incident data set and simulation runs of each incident were conducted (and repeated five times for five seed values) for both base and comparison sets. Again, a 20-minute average savings in incident duration due to the H.E.L.P. program was assumed. This process was repeated 10 times and average daily travel delay savings were estimated. The performance among these 10 samples show a 95% confidence interval between 58.9 and 107.7 vehicle-hours of average daily travel delay savings, with mean 83.3 vehicle-hours, due to the H.E.L.P.
Results
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program. Note that the "true" value of 96.4 vehicle-hours still falls within the confidence interval. However, the estimated average daily travel delay savings (of 83.3 vehicle-hours) is approximately 14% lower than the "true" average daily travel delay savings (of 96.4 vehicle-hours) . Additionally, the confidence interval is significantly wider than the results from the P-BIG procedure as depicted in Figure 11 , indicating greater likelihood that the random procedure will provide an erroneous estimate as compared with the P-BIG procedure. In fact, the random procedure results (for 120 incidents) are similar to those of the P-BIG procedure when only approximately 60 incidents are considered. To obtain estimates with a confidence interval of width comparable to that of the P-BIG procedure, nearly 300 incidents would need to be randomly selected as determined in additional experiments. Thus, one can conclude that the P-BIG procedure is beneficial and outperforms simple random incident selection approaches. The P-BIG procedure is estimated to save more than 100%, perhaps as much as 150%, in terms of the number of runs that would be required to obtain equally good estimates if incidents are simply chosen for replication at random. 
TEMPORAL VARIABILITY AND IMPLICATIONS FOR REDUCING DATA REQUIREMENTS
Data collection and preparation for studies of a TIM program can be quite onerous, regardless of the evaluation methodology used. It was conceived that it might be possible to reduce, not only computational effort required for replication, but also data collection and statistical analyses efforts required for incident property probability distribution fitting and program savings estimation. In fact, a range of time periods (from one month (Yang et al. 2007 ) to 19 months (Latoski et al. 1999) ) for data collection were noted in relevant studies. Thus, it was hoped that one could employ data from only a short time period to fit the incident occurrence and property distribution functions required in the P-BIG procedure. For example, if the incident data show no statistical difference from month to month, then an arbitrary one-month period can be picked to represent important properties of the entire incident data set. Additional experiments using the data collected for evaluation of the H.E.L.P. program as discussed previously were run to assess the viability of employing a reduced data set in generating the distributions employed by the P-BIG procedure. In this section, incident duration distributions across different months are presented and statistically analyzed to determine whether or not one month of data collection effort could suffice in developing the distribution functions required by the P-BIG procedure. Incident properties across the six-month study period were considered. Table 6 provides a summary of incident duration by incident severity and type for each month in the study period. It can be seen from this table that incident duration varied significantly across different months for some incident categories. For example, the average duration of incidents involving an accident with two lanes blocked ranged from nearly 18 minutes in April to 56 minutes in June. In addition, there were no such incidents observed in January. Thus, incident data from one month may not adequately represent incident properties for other months of the year. Additional study is required to confirm that the variability is seasonal in nature and not random. A series of Kruskal-Wallis (K-W) statistical tests were applied to test the null hypothesis that each month of incidents comes from the same population (i.e. they have equal populations). The hypothesis is rejected if the K-W H statistic is significant at a test level of 0.05, where the K-W H statistic is computed through Equation (3), assuming that the H statistic follows a chi-square distribution (Kruskal and Wallis 1952) . The SPSS statistical software package (Huizingh 2007) was employed to conduct the K-W statistical tests, using k = 6, results from which are summarized in Table 7 . The hypothesis of equal population was rejected when disabled vehicles blocking the shoulder are considered. This class of incidents is the largest class, involving 74% of all incidents reported in the data collected to study the benefits of the H.E.L.P. program. Thus, using only one month of incident data may not adequately represent conditions over a longer period. Note that the sample size under other incident categories may not be large enough to make a solid conclusion about the sufficiency of employing only one month of data. Additional experiments were run to assess average daily travel delay savings when replicating all historical data for each month separately. The results for each month are compared with the "true" value of 96.4 vehicle-hours of average daily travel delay estimated from runs replicating all six months of historical incidents. Results of these experiments are given in Table 8 . The results indicate that there is great variability in travel delay savings, ranging from nearly 17 to 194 vehicle-hours saved per day when considering each month separately. Thus, there is a high risk of over-or under-estimating the program's performance with only one month of data. A longer study period is suggested to compensate for short-term variation in incident properties. Such variability may be of more or less significance in other parts of the country. This issue of seasonal variation must be considered when applying any TIM program evaluation methodology on a limited data set.
CONCLUSIONS
The three-stage time-saving analysis process with embedded property-based incident generation (P-BIG) procedure was developed for use in TIM program evaluation in which simulation is applied to assess travel delay savings. The procedure overcomes the drawbacks of approaches applied in existing studies of such programs. For example, some studies experiment with all historical incidents in a study period and, thus, require enormous computational effort, while other studies experiment with only a small subset of randomly chosen incidents from the historical incident dataset. The use of a sample of historical incidents results in significant reduction in computational effort; however, if not chosen carefully, the results of such experiments may over or underestimate program benefits. This study provides a methodology, the P-BIG procedure, for the careful selection of a set of incidents for use in such experiments. The procedure estimates incident property distribution functions based on historical data. These distributions are integrated within a non-stationary Poisson random variate generation process to produce a relatively small set of representative incidents for simulation and derivation of benefit estimates.
To assess the proposed methodology, the three-stage time-saving analysis process was applied on a case study involving a freeway service patrol program in New York State. Six months of empirical data pertaining to the program were examined. Experiments were conducted in a simulation platform in which all historical incidents were replicated, requiring 6,930 simulation runs. Results from these initial experiments showed that an average of 96.4 vehicle-hours of daily travel delay was saved due to the H.E.L.P. program. Additional experiments were conducted on a set of incidents generated by the P-BIG procedure. A savings of 82% in simulation run time and an average error of only 5% were noted as compared with runs involving all historical incidents. When 120 incidents were randomly selected without the assistance of the P-BIG procedure, the average error was more than 14%. To achieve a similar 5% error, nearly 300 randomly chosen historical incidents would need to be considered in the experiments. Thus, careful selection of a set of incidents using the proposed P-BIG procedure results in estimated benefits that nearly perfectly match estimated benefits from runs of all historical incidents with only 18% of the computational effort.
In the case study, monthly variation in incident properties was found to be significant for the six-month study period. This suggests that such variation should be considered in TIM program evaluation studies, as replication of incidents based on properties from only one month could lead to over or underestimation of program benefits. This finding applies not only to the methodology developed herein, but to more traditional simulation-based approaches for studying TIM program benefits.
Additional benefits of the proposed methodology may be derived in benefit studies, where efforts required for data collection are prohibitive. In such circumstances, it may be reasonable to employ the incident property distributions determined in this study, possibly with changes in only the parameters. While imperfect, for many locations and many studies, such input may be sufficient.
